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Imaging Performance Field of View/min Distance Focus 34 x 25/0.1 mThermal Sensitivity of zlt; 0.10 C at 25 CDetector Type Focus Plane Array (FPA) uncooled microbolometer; 160 x 120 PixelSpectral range from 7.5 to 13 micromImage PresentationDisplay 2.5 color LCD, 320 x 240 pixels in IR imageVideo output NTSC, standard RCA composite videoImage controls palettes
(iron, rainbow, high contrast rainbow, B/W, B/W Inv), level, span, automatic adjustment (continuous/manual)Setting of data/time controls, language (English, Spanish), information, INTENSITY LCD (high/normal/low) Temperature range -20 degrees Celsius to -100 degrees Celsius (-4 F to 2 F) Image Storage Freeze Function, Standard JPEG Images, Delete All Images, Delete
Image, OpenImage Storage Capacity Approximately 200 JPEGSText Image Abstract Preordained text selected and stored along with imageLas ER LocatIRClassification Class 2Type semiconductor AlGaInP Diode Laser: 1mW/635 nm (red)Power SourceBattery Type Li-IonBattery working time 2 hours On this. The display shows the battery charging system in the camera, the AC
adapter or 12V from the car with an additional 12V cable. 2 bay smart charger included. AC operation AC adapter 90-360 VAC, 50/60 Hz / 12VDC outVoltage 11-16 VDCPower saving Automatic shutdown and sleep mode (user-selectable)EnvironmentalOperating temperature range -15° C to +50° C (+5° F to 122° F)Storage temperature range -40° C to +70° C (-40° F to 158°
F)Humidity Operating and storage 20% to 80%, non-condensing, IEC 359Water and dust resistant (encapsulation IP 54Shock 25G, IEC 68-2-29Vibration 2G, IEC 68-2-6Physical CharacteristicsWeight &lt; 1.5 lbs. (0.7kg), including batterySize (L x W x H) 265mm x 80mm x 105mm (10.4 x 3.2 x 4.1)Color YellowTripod Mounting Standard, 1/4 - 20Cover Case Plastic and
rubberInterfacesUSB Image transfer to PCRS 232 cable (optional) Image transfer to PCLenses (optional) Field of view/min focus distance: 9 x x 7 / 1.2m 19 x 14 / 0.3mMeasurementMeasurement modes Movable spot , max square, max, square, medium area, color anxiety above or below. The Dew point of alarm Color or beep alarmEquipamento usado em excelente estado
f'asico e funcional Information contained on this page, refers to the defense article controlled for export by the International Rules of Arms (ITAR). Sabotage, contrary to U.S. law, is prohibited. U.S. State Department authorization is not required prior to export or transfer to foreign individuals or parties, unless otherwise prohibited. Date de commercialization : 01/06/2004
Caract'ristiques principles Camara infrarouge destin'e and l'inspection thermographic de b'tment. Equipe d'une optique 19 interchangeable, d'un 'cran LCD, d'alarmes sonores et visuelles et d'un pointeur laser. Permet la localization de fuitas, de - the energy losses. Check-in up to 200 jpeg. 'Thermacam' software' -- 'Thermacam' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '. Length: (L x l x 'p): 265 x 105 x
80. Дайверов Дайверов : valise de transport, capuchon d'objectif, c'ble USB. Compilations de gammae: logiciel d'assemblage d'image (Thermacam Image Builder) et logiciel de creation de rapports avec int'gration d'images radiom'triques (Thermacam Reporter). Options: optiques 9, 34 and 60. Performances Lecterica et autres Index de Protection IP : IP 54 Poids / Volume / Mass
Poids : 700 g Autres caract'ristiques techniques du produit Caract'ristiques methods : Alimentation : battery li-ion.Resolius thermals : 0.10 to 30 degrees Celsius: 50 Hz. Plage de mezur : -20 to 55 degrees Celsius. Bureau-Administration Commercial Culture-Sport-Loisirs Enseignement Hotel-Restair Industrie-Stockage Logement collectif Maison individuelle Santa Retrouves tous
les produits camars thermals de Flir Systems les internautes ont galement advisory sur la Category Camaras thermiques retro the de la category Camaras thermals Consultz galement Camaras thermals appareils de contrele et gestion multim'tres et appareils de mesures camera de observation interieure TROUVE' des FABRICANTS ET DES PRODUITS Besoin d'aide pour t'aide
pour t'r vover produits? Faytes Appel and nos experts ! D'poser votre demande The new drone provides professionals with a reliable tool for day-to-day operations in challenging conditions Manufacturer DJI has just introduced the Mavic 2 Dual Enterprise, a portable industrial drone equipped with two cameras - visual and thermal - located side by side, giving pilots a tool to operate
in challenging environments. Developed in partnership with FLIR systems, the Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual provides a compact mavic 2 unmanned aerial vehicle design from DJI and the same range of advanced accessories and controls found in Mavic 2 Enterprise. Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual allows its users to measure temperature, store images and temperature data, receive reports
and analysis, and add immediate value to a range of industrial or time-limited operations, from utility inspections to emergency response. Drones are rapidly becoming a common presence in inspection and public safety operations, providing users with immediate value from a reliable air tool that can be easily implemented anywhere, at any time, said Jan Gasparic, DJI's director of
strategic partnerships. When DJI and FLIR first introduced the XT camera in 2015, we introduced a new universe of commercial drone applications. With Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual, we provide more security in operations in a variety of environments, so operators can focus on doing their jobs, he adds. The FLIR Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual is equipped with a three-axis stabilizing camera
that features a 4K sensor to capture visible light, and a FLIR Lepton micro-thermal camera to capture thermographic data. Together these sensors pilots operate night flights and provide daytime flights in adverse conditions such as fog or smoke. Users can choose from a series of Xon Flight Controller views of the DJI Pilot app, viewing data from dual sensor cameras: - FLIR MSX
- FLIR patented MSX, or multispectral dynamic image, recording high-precision visible light details in real-time thermal images to improve visual details, helping pilots quickly identify and interpret critical data that cannot be immediately visible to the naked eye. Temperature Counter - Displays the average temperature of an object, helping pilots monitor and measure objects in
critical or hazardous conditions while maintaining a safe distance from them. Measuring the area - displays the average, minimum and maximum temperature, as well as the corresponding locations of each area, allowing inspectors to quickly assess objects and determine whether the resource is overheating. Isothermal - Allows pilots to aim for specific temperature ranges that will
be displayed using a customizable color palette, so that objects within the range reveal greater contrast and better visibility. This feature includes customizable profiles to help search and rescue pilots identify people and help firefighters identify warmer fire areas, as well as customizable profile settings for greater flexibility. The Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual equipped with FLIR Lepton,
our smaller micro-thermal camera, offers a significant opportunity to introduce thermal imaging capabilities for more drone owners, said Jim Cannon, President and CEO of FLIR. This is our third product with DJI and its world-leading platforms, and this latest FLIR thermal collaboration is an important step towards making thermal an important resource in the industry, he
concludes. Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual modular accessories are compatible with the full mavic 2 Enterprise accessories line. They are securely connected to the aircraft structure and are controlled through the DJI Pilot flight control app. These accessories open up new opportunities for pilots to work and communicate in the air, lifting drones beyond image capture tools, as well as
turning them into customizable platforms to improve mission performance: M2ED Spotlight - With a double spotlight and a glowing stream of 2,400 lumens, helping operators perform missions in dark or low-light areas. The focus is ideal for search and rescue, as well as for inspections. M2ED speaker - speaker with a maximum projection of 100 decibels (1 meter), with the option
of selecting up to 10 personalized voice recordings available, opening a communication channel with nearby persons, indispensable during emergency operations Salvation. M2ED - Created in accordance with the standards of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for permits for night flights, the M2ED lighthouse has a visible gate of up to 4.8 kilometers. This helps pilots
conduct missions in low light or night conditions much safer, giving even more aerial photos to nearby drone operators and traditional aircraft. The Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual data security feature has the same features as the Mavic 2 Enterprise to protect the integrity of photos, videos, flight logs, and other data generated during sensitive flights. The product includes and brings on
board 24GB of data storage and password protection, which is all access to the functions and data stored in the drone. When providing password protection, users must enter their password every time the drone is activated, and then link the remote control to the drone and gain access to the drone's onboard storage, giving users exclusive use and optimized security. Providing
safe access to the drone and its on-board storage data, protecting data even if the drone is physically compromised. In addition, the GPS tag codes the time, date and location of each recorded image obtained by a visual camera, helping to identify pilots and ensuring that data collected by the drone can be trusted and used in situations such as infrastructure inspections and
potential legal procedures. Local data transmission mode in the DJI Pilot app provides data security for Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual. The feature, when enabled, makes it impossible for a user's mobile device to send or receive any data online, providing guaranteed protection to flight operators involving critical infrastructure, government projects, or other sensitive missions. The Mavic
2 Enteprise Dual is equipped with DJI AirSense technology to ensure that unmanned aerial vehicles remain a safe addition to the sky. The feature optimizes the pilot's situational views and improves airspace safety by automatically alerting the drone pilot to ADS-B signals emitted by nearby aircraft or helicopters, sending real-time alerts through the DJI Pilot flight control app. The
technology takes the safety of professional drone operators flying in congested airspace or near complex operations such as firefighting, emergency recovery, or infrastructure monitoring. In addition, the new Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual is equipped with an advanced data and video transmission system, OcuSync 2.0, which provides a stable connection between the drone and its
remote control even in high-speed environments interference (e.g. in urban areas). The system has strong resistance resistance interference and automatic exchange capabilities that support frequency bands of 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz, with the ability to use different frequencies in up and down data transmissions. The Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual uses FOC DJI engines combined with
efficient propellers for a calmer and more dynamic flight time, providing maximum flight time of up to 31 minutes and a top speed of 45 km/h2. In addition, the automatic heating battery allows the drone to operate reliably even in adverse weather conditions up to -10 degrees Celsius. For more information on all the new features and features of Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual, visit
www.dji.com/mavic-2-enterprise. Drones in Industry 4.0 You can already mark your agenda: from June 25 to 27, MundoGEO Connect and DroneShow 2019 events take place in Sao Paulo (SP), the world's largest event in Latin America and among the five largest in the world in this sector. In line with global trends and focused on regional reality, the common theme of MundoGEO
Connect and DroneShow in 2019 will be Drones and Geotechnology in Industry 4.0. The content of the courses, lectures and debates is formatted by a team of 32 curators to meet the needs of companies, professionals and users, mainly in sectors such as agriculture, smart cities, digital governance, infrastructure, environment, natural resources, security and defence. The
disruptive technologies to be highlighted are big data, artificial intelligence/machine learning, Internet of Things, virtual and augmented reality, BIM, autonomous technology, among other things, all of this is increasingly integrated into geotechnology (map, registration, satellite imagery, geographic intelligence, GIS). The MundoGEO Connect and DroneShow 2019 websites
represent a team of curators who help develop event content in an innovative way. Later this year, the format and timing of the filing of documents, the form of participation of startups and the full list of new courses and parallel activities of the fair will be made public. Check out the summary of how the latest edition was:
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